We present a novel fully unsupervised method for the automatic summarization of source code text. On large projects, developers spend much of their time reading and browsing code, raising new opportunities for summarization methods. Indeed, modern code editors contain a feature called code folding, which allows one to selectively hide blocks of code. But this feature is cumbersome because currently folding decisions must be done manually.
INTRODUCTION
Engineering large software systems presents many challenges due to the inherent complexity of software. Because of this complexity, programmers tend to spend more time reading and browsing code than actually writing it [22, 20] . Despite much research [42] , there is still a large need for better tools that aid program comprehension, thereby reducing the cost of software development.
A key insight is that source code is written to be understood not only by machines, but also by humans. Programmers devote significant time and attention to writing their code in an idiomatic and intuitive way that can be easily understood by others -source code is a means of human communication. This fact raises the intriguing possibility that technology from the natural language processing (NLP) community can be adapted to help developers make sense of large repositories of code. A common problem in program comprehension is that developers are faced with two extremes: skimming the code or reading it in depth [14] . A good summary of the source code would alleviate this problem by providing a compromise: it could be read quickly and would lead to better understanding than simply skimming the code.
Source code summarization has potential for valuable applications in many software engineering tasks, such as: (a) Understanding new code bases. Often developers need to quickly familiarize themselves with the core parts of a large code base. This can happen when a developer is joining an existing open source project, or when a developer is evaluating whether to use a new software library. (b) Code reviews. Reviewers need to quickly understand the key changes before reviewing the details. (c) Locating relevant code segments. During program maintenance, developers often tend to skim source code, reading only a couple lines at a time, while searching for the code region they are interested in [40] .
For this reason, many code editors include a feature called code folding, which allows developers to selectively display or hide blocks of the source code. This feature is commonly supported in editors and is familiar to developers [16, 21, 35] . But in current Integrated Development Environments (IDEs), folding quickly becomes cumbersome because the folding decisions must be done manually by the programmer. This creates an obvious chicken-and-egg problem, because the developer must already understand the source file to decide what should be folded.
In this paper, we propose that code folding can be a valuable tool for aiding program comprehension, provided that folding decisions are made automatically. We introduce the autofolding problem, in which the goal is to automatically create a code summary by folding non-essential code elements that are not useful on first viewing. An illustrative example is shown in Figure 1 . To any Java developer the function of the StatusLine constructor and the clone, getCode, getReason and toString methods are obvious even without seeing their method bodies. One possible summary of this source file is shown in Figure 2 .
Our contributions in this paper are as follows:
• We introduce a novel autofolding method for source code summarization based on optimizing the similarity between the summary and the full source file. Because of certain constraints among the folding decisions, we formulate this method as a contiguous rooted subtree problem (Section 3.3). This is, to our knowledge, the first method for code summarization to use autofolding.
• In order to determine which non-essential code regions our summarizer should fold, we adapt a content model from the NLP community and thereby create a novel topic model for code that is of independent interest (Section 3.2). The key feature of our topic model is that it is scoped, allowing every project and file to be endowed with its own particular topic.
• We perform a comprehensive evaluation of our method on a set of popular open source projects from GitHub (Section 4), and find that our formulation performs significantly better than simpler baselines (Section 5). Furthermore, our proposed method is able to match human judgements with an accuracy of 84%.
More broadly, we hope that this work will aid program comprehension by turning code folding, perhaps an overlooked feature, into a useful, usable and valuable tool.
RELATED WORK
The application of NLP methods to the analysis of source code text is only just beginning to be explored. Recent work has applied language modelling [2, 17, 18, 23, 32] , natural language generation [38, 39] , machine translation [31] , and topic modelling [30] to the text of source code from large software projects.
One of the main challenges in this area is to adapt ex- isting NLP techniques to source code text. In contrast to natural languages, programming languages are unambiguous, employ little redundancy, are meant to be interpreted literally, and consist of strictly structured text. To exploit these features of the problem, we perform the summarization at the code block level, leveraging the fact that source code is syntactically unambiguous.
There is some existing work on the use of manual code folding to aid comprehension. In particular, Rugaber et al. [35] consider a conceptual model for manual folding, extending it to non-contiguous regions of code. Kullbach et al. [21] develop the GUPRO IDE to aid in the comprehension of C preprocessor code by folding macro expansions and file includes. Also, Hendrix et al. develop the GRASP program comprehension tool, combining control structure diagramming with folding [16] .
However, to best of our knowledge, the autofolding problem is novel. We are aware of only a few previous methods that consider the problem of summarizing code artifacts. Most similar to our work are Haiduc et al. [14, 15] and the follow up work by Eddy et al. [9] , who also consider the problem of summarizing source code, particularly methods and classes, but in their work code fragments are summarized by a short list of keywords. For example, the equals method in Figure 1 might be summarized by the list of terms (equals, code, reason, Status). In our work, we summarize code with code, which we would argue has the potential to provide a much richer and more informative summary.
Also, Ying et al. [47] consider the problem of summarizing a list of code fragments, such as those returned by a code search engine. They use a supervised learning approach at the level of lines of code. Because they consider the results of code search, their classifier uses query-level features, e.g., whether a line of code uses any identifiers that were present in the query. This is a source of information that is not available in our problem setting. In contrast, we target use cases in which the developer is skimming the source code to get an overview of its operation, rather than performing a directed keyword search. Kim et al. [19] develop a system that augments API documentation with code example summaries but these are mined from the web and are therefore limited to APIs which have examples already written for themour summarization approach is applicable to any source file.
On a more technical level, our work is distinguished from this previous work in our use of content selection at the level of syntactic blocks. This results in a summary that is coherent with respect to the programming language's syntax. The previous approaches perform content selection at the line level or the term level, running the risk of producing summaries that consist of disjoint sections of code. Indeed, Eddy et al. [9] observe that developers prefer summaries with a natural structure. Folding on code blocks also enables us to retain method headers in the summary -identified by Haiduc et al. [15] as highly relevant to developers and accounting for the high scores of their best performing method.
Additionally, our method leverages a cross-project corpus during the summarization process, allowing us to detect coding patterns which are common among many projects and which are therefore less likely to be part of the core logic of any one project.
The task of natural language summarization has been studied extensively [37] , mostly focusing on extractive summarization -the problem of extracting the most relevant text segments from documents. Source code identifiers (e.g., variable names) are information-rich and have been shown to be important for tasks such as feature location [1, 7] . NLP techniques have been used on these identifiers, for information retrieval tasks such as automatically selecting labels for software artifacts [5] . Extractive summarization has also been applied for the automatic summarization of bug reports [25, 34] .
In addition to extractive summarization methods, abstractive techniques have also been used in software engineering research. Work in this area includes the synthesis of API usage examples [4] , the extraction of API usage patterns [45, 46] , and the generation of natural language summaries for source code [29, 38] .
The use of topic models for source code has also been studied in depth [5, 11, 36, 43] . Marcus et al. [26, 27] used Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [6] for identifying traceability links and concept location in source code. More closely related to our work, Haiduc et al. [15] used LSI as a content model for their keyword-based source code summarizer. In their follow up paper, Eddy et al. additionally used a hierarchical pachinko allocation model (hPAM) [28] , a family of generative topic models that build on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [3] with a hierarchical topic structure. Also, Movshovitz et al. [30] successfully used LDA and link-LDA [10] for predicting class comments from source file text.
We cast autofolding as an instance of the general problem of selecting an optimal subtree given a certain budget. This problem has been studied theoretically by [12] , who propose a dynamic programming solution, but this is only pseudopolynomial time, and so is unlikely to scale well in practice.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Our aim in this paper is to summarize source code so that it conveys the most important aspects of its intended function. We envisage our proposed Tree-based Software Summarization Algorithm (TSSA) being embedded in a programming language Integrated Development Environment (IDE), providing real-time summaries to the user of selected files. The summarization could be useful at multiple levels, ranging from a single source file to a whole corpus. For the purposes of this paper, we will focus on the Java programming language as it is a popular, high-level, platformindependent language. However, since TSSA works entirely with the source code's Abstract Syntax Tree (AST), it can be applied to any programming language.
The usage scenario we envisage for TSSA is that of a developer not familiar with a project wishing to see the most relevant methods and classes in a given project file. For example, a developer who is considering using a new project on GitHub and would like to get an overview of the algorithms used in the project. In the future, we would like to extend this to aid developers undertaking other software engineering tasks such as program maintenance, exception handling and code reviews.
Problem Definition
Most modern IDEs and text editors already have extensive support for manual folding of code but to the best of our knowledge the problem of doing so automatically is novel. When we say that we fold a source code region we mean that the region is replaced by a one line summary and a symbol indicating that the region was folded. We define the autofolding problem as that of choosing a set of code regions to fold, such that the total length of the folded file as a fraction of the original is below a user-specified compression ratio, and the remaining, unfolded, text captures the most important aspects of the file in question.
To provide the most intuitive summary to the end-user, we allow the system to preform folding only on code blocks (regions of source code delimited by { , }), comment blocks (regions delimited by /*(*) , */), and import statements. We call these the foldable regions of the code. Our reasoning for this is that it is a summary many programmers are familiar with as these are precisely the regions that can be manually folded in the majority of modern IDEs. Moreover, code blocks are natural units for extractive summarization since they take advantage of the code structure specified by the programmer. In keeping with the conventions established by manual folding in IDEs, the one line summary we display for a folded region consists of the first non-empty line of the code block, then a symbol denoting the folded region (an ellipsis), and finally the right delimiter of the region. See Figure 2 for an example of how folded text appears in an IDE.
We formalize the autofolding problem by using the AST representation of the source code 1 . Given a program's AST, we define the program's foldable nodes as those AST nodes which correspond to a foldable region of code (a code/com- Figure 3 : Partial foldable tree constructed for StatusLine.java (Figure 1 ). Numbered breadth-first with labels denoting block types and line numbers in brackets, cf. the source code snippet in Figure 1 . Note that we have omitted some nodes for clarity. ment block or import statement). By starting at the root of an AST and sequentially extracting all foldable nodes, we construct a directed foldable tree, containing just the AST nodes we are interested in. Figure 3 shows a partial foldable tree for the running example. Constructing a foldable tree enables us to formulate the summarization problem mathematically as finding the best contiguous rooted subtree that takes up no more than a predefined number of lines of source code (LOC). That is to say, we unfold all nodes in the best subtree and fold the remaining nodes in the tree. Note that we require the tree to be rooted and contiguous as otherwise this would lead to confusing situations where we would have a deep node present in the summary with no context. We will describe the precise formulation in the next two sections: we begin by presenting a content selection model for choosing the best nodes to retain in the subtree (Section 3.2) before describing a greedy approximation algorithm to solve the contiguous rooted subtree problem (Section 3.3).
Content Model
In order to determine which nodes of the foldable tree should be unfolded we require a content selection method for choosing the best nodes to retain in the summary. Intuitively, one would like to retain the most informative nodes and a natural approach, as in text summarization, is to tokenize the node text and select the nodes with the most representative tokens. For this reason we make use of an LDA-style Topic Model, an extension of the TopicSum model [13] . The high-level idea is to extend LDA with topics that are specific to particular projects, files and methods. Note that we do not use an n-gram language model as we require a global model of the distribution of code across files rather than a local model based on nearby tokens.
In NLP, a topic model is a generative probabilistic model which captures the distribution of words in documents by associating each word with a number of topics. Each topic is modelled as a distribution φ k over words which enables each document to be modelled as a distribution over topics θ d . Thus, one can generate a document simply by choosing each word w in the document from a topic φz, where the topic assignment z is selected according to the document's topic distribution θ d [41] .
TopicSum is a scoped topic model and extends this simple yet powerful idea to multiple levels. The key difference is that each topic can be one of three kinds, a distribution over words in: the document, the document collection and background words. The intention is that the background topic models stop words, the document collection topic represents significant content and the document topic very specific document words [13] . We have adapted TopicSum to source code so that each file and project have their own private topic. Further, we have introduced several background topics. Our TSSA content model is best illustrated by example (cf. Figure 4) . A file F in our topic model is generated as follows: each token w in every foldable node N of the file is chosen from a topic φz, where the topic assignment z is selected according to θN the distribution over topics in the node. For example, the topic assignment z = 1 means that w is chosen from the file token distribution φF . Specifically, we consider five different kinds of topic: for each file (φF ), for the project containing the file (φP ) and three background topics shared across projects (φB) as depicted in Figure 4 . Although the model isn't aware of this, in practice we find that the three background topics correspond to common Java tokens (φB J ) and background doc comment (φB D ) and header comment tokens (φB H ).
For the purposes of code summarization, we need to evaluate whether a block of code belongs in the summary (cf. Section 3.3) and our means to achieve this goal depends on measuring whether the code is representative of its file as a whole, its project, and of idiomatic source code more generally. The TopicSum model is ideally suited to this task and enables us to directly calculate the value of including each node in the summary and assign a 'score' based on this to each node, as will be described in Section 3.3. Note that we do not use a stoplist because we expect that the set of appropriate stop words for program text would be different to those for natural language text. Moreover, the Java, doc comment and header comment background distributions φB J , φB D , φB H are intended to capture stop words from Java tokens and comment tokens which do not contribute to the content. We can then construct the topic model by sampling topics from a suitable conditional probability distribution and so infer the topic assignments for our corpus. That is, we consider each individual token in the corpus in turn, and estimate the probability of assigning the current token to each topic, conditioned on the topic assignments to all other tokens. We can then sample a topic from this conditional distribution and store it as the new topic assignment for this token [41] . It can be shown that this process converges to the distribution of topics for the corpus and we are thus able to predict the most likely tokens for each topic.
The conditional distribution used for sampling is a simple extension of the standard equations for LDA [41] : letting z (nf p) i = k denote the topic assignment of token i (in node n, file f project p) to topic k and w (nf p) i = t denote token i taking on the value t, we obtain
where Z, W denote the assignments of all topics and tokens, N \i t|k denotes the number of times token t is assigned to topic k, not including the current instance i, and similarly N \i k|n f p denotes the number of times topic k is assigned to some token in node n f p , excluding instance i. Further, αm, β denote hyperparameters for the prior distributions of topics and tokens, i.e. the initial topic and token assignments. Additionally, unlike the original TopicSum model which used fixed hyperparameters, we incorporate efficient hyperparameter optimization, namely MacKay and Peto's method with histogram based computation of the necessary counts as described in [44] .
Tokenization A first idea would be to have one token in the topic model for each Java token in the code base. However there are a few problems with this. First, some tokens, like operators and delimiters, are not informative about the program content. Second, identifier names have substructure that we wish to exploit. For example, in Figure 1 , the getCode method name is closely related to the code member variable, which becomes apparent to the Topic Model only if it is split into two tokens get and code.
For these reasons, we preprocess the Java tokens before incorporating them into the topic model. Given a code block, first we tokenize it into a set of Java tokens using standard tools for the Java programming language. Then we remove all tokens except for identifiers, i.e., programmer assigned names of variables, methods, classes, etc. Finally, we convert each of the identifiers into a new set of tokens by splitting on camel case and underscores, and converting to lowercase (e.g., FooBarBaz becomes three tokens foo, bar, and baz, as would foo_bar_baz). Additionally, we include the text of all program comments in the topic model, splitting the comment text based on words, again applying the identifier splitting procedure on any comment tokens that contain camel case or underscores. The resulting tokens are used as the tokens in the vocabulary for the topic model.
Optimization Method
Now that we have defined a content model for source code, we need an algorithm that extracts the most relevant summary by selecting suitable AST nodes in the foldable tree. To this end, we propose an iterative greedy optimization algorithm to extract the most relevant rooted contiguous subtree from the foldable tree given constraints on the subtree size.
In order to decide whether a given node of the foldable tree is relevant and should be included in our summary, we consider the candidate summary, i.e., the subtree we have gathered so far, together with the node under consideration. Using our topic model, we are then able to assign probabilities to the candidate summary and measure its similarity to the file token distribution φF . A suitable informationtheoretic measure for this is the Kullback-Lieber (KL) divergence, which is a measure of the difference between two probability distributions. We can therefore assign the node a score based on the KL divergence between the corresponding file token distribution φF and the empirical unigram distribution of the candidate summary. This is similar to the summary selection criterion proposed in the original TopicSum model [13] , except that Haghighi et al. used the project token distribution and our summary distribution backs off to the Java token distribution φB J rather than a constant. The intuition here is that we would like our summary to contain nodes with tokens which are representative of the file but not common in the project or corpus as we believe that these tend to be the most relevant.
Formally, for each node i let ui ∈ {0, 1} indicate whether it is unfolded, with 1 corresponding to true (i.e. unfolded) and let u be the vector containing all the ui (so that u contains ui at position i). We then define the score as
where φF denotes the file token distribution, Pu the empirical unigram distribution over tokens in the candidate summary and KL(·|·) the KL divergence. We adjust this score down for nodes consisting of Java import statements and block comments along with empty blocks so that these are never unfolded as developers generally prefer not to see import statements, file header comments and internal block comments in the summary -the Eclipse IDE for example automatically folds import statements and file header comments by default. We do not, however, impose this condition on Javadoc comments as studies [15, 9] have indicated that developers like to see good method/class comments.
We are now in a position to formulate the summarization problem as finding the optimal rooted contiguous subtree. Note that this formulation is necessary as we wish to present a summary of the foldable tree -this requires finding a subtree that is both rooted and contiguous so that its unfolded nodes are all visible in the summary. Suppose we wish to summarize a file using a line-level compression ratio of p%, i.e., we would like to compress the file to p% of its original size in LOC. We can then define Lmax, the maximum number of lines of code that are allowed in the summary, as
where L0 denotes the LOC in the original file. Note that since we are folding on a block level, a line-level compression ratio of p% does not mean that p% of the blocks are compressed, in fact for small files all the blocks are often folded at 50% compression. Let G = (V, E) be the foldable tree, that is, a directed tree with a set of AST nodes V = {1, . . . , N } consisting of the aforementioned foldable regions and E a set of directed edges between the nodes, where it is understood that (i, j) ∈ E means that i is the parent node of j (cf. Figure 3 ). Furthermore, for a node i ∈ V let Li denote the LOC underneath node i. We then define Ci, the cost of unfolding node i as the LOC unique to node i, i.e., underneath node i but not any of its children. Formally,
Recall that the first line of a node is never folded (cf. Figure 2) , hence the minus one. Let σ(z) denote the score obtained from the summary nodes u1, . . . , uN as defined in (3.1). The optimal rooted contiguous subtree problem is then defined as
That is, we wish to unfold the nodes which maximise the total score (3.4a) subject to staying below the maximum allowed LOC (3.4b) and retaining a rooted contiguous subtree (3.4c). As the score (3.1) is nonlinear we approximate this problem using a greedy approximation algorithm: that is we unfold the next available node that will give the maximum score (3.1) per cost (3.3) increase, honoring the cost constraint (3.4b). That is, starting from all the nodes being folded (i.e. u = 0), iteratively choose the node that maximizes
Here e i denotes the i-th unit vector, which is 1 at position i and 0 everywhere else.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In the previous section, we described source code summarization as a folding problem and presented a greedy algorithm that performs the summarization. In this section, we describe how we obtain a gold standard summary on real code. The gold standard allows automatic evaluation, which is the de facto standard in NLP summarization [24] . Automatic evaluation is vital to applied AI because it leads to a rapid development cycle. In particular, it enables us to perform a comprehensive evaluation of the summarization method in the next section. Data To evaluate the performance of TSSA we obtained the source code for the top six Java projects on the popular GitHub service for hosting open source code repositories. The top six projects were determined by a popularity score, which is the sum of the number of forks and the number of watchers, where each is separately normalized into a z-score. We selected the projects with the highest score that were greater than 100,000 KB in size as of December 1st 2013. These are given in Table 1 along with a brief description of their domains.
For each of these six projects, we divided the project files into quartiles by file size, and sampled four files from each quartile, to obtain a total of 96 files each one of which was annotated by two human annotators. Only .java files were considered (excluding the package-info.java files, which only contain package-level documentation). Figure 5 shows the distribution of file sizes across the top projects.
Annotation Procedure
Human annotators were given specific guidelines prior to performing the annotation. Annotators were asked, for each source code file, to manually fold the file in the Eclipse IDE until they reached a compression ratio of 75%, save their work, and then to continue folding until they reached a ratio of 50%. 2 Thus each annotator produced two sets of folding decisions for each file. Each annotator annotated all 96 files in our dataset at 75% and 50% compression ratios. Although 50% may not seem like a dramatic compression, in fact many of the remaining lines are block headers or blank (cf. the running example in Figure 2 ). We found that on average across all 96 files in dataset, over half (56%) of the LOC in the folded file were blank or block headers.
Annotators were allowed to browse the full source code of the project while annotating each file. In order to obtain a high quality gold standard we required human annotators who were conversant with the Java programming language and for this reason we chose two of the authors as annotators. Note that we performed our annotation prior to the development of our summarization system so it was impos- Table 2 : The top ten tokens in each topic-type as found by our topic model. sible for the annotators to unconsciously favor the system's output in their judgements.
Annotators were asked to always fold import statements and header comments (such as copyright notices). Empty and one-line blocks were also folded by default. Setters and getters along with other I/O methods were asked to be folded, unless they contained core logic of the code. Similarly, annotators were asked to fold overridden and overloaded methods unless they provide sufficient new information about the functionality of the code. Finally, Javadoc and block comments were left unfolded if they were informative and succinctly explained the function of the associated class or method. Comments whose text spanned only one line were folded by default.
It is certainly true that developers who are familiar with the projects could favor a different type of summary than the annotators, and this could be seen as a threat to validity. However, recall that in this initial study, our target use case focuses on developers who are new to the projects, for which we would argue our annotators are good representatives.
Annotation Statistics
Because autofolding is a new task, we need to verify that the task is well-defined. We therefore calculated the agreement between annotators and found that it was substantial, with Fleiss' Kappa values of 0.72 at 75% and 0.64 at 50% compression, averaged across all files.
RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of TSSA against our annotated test set from Section 4. We begin by training and assessing the quality of TSSA's underlying topic model before moving on to a comprehensive evaluation of TSSA itself. As our method is fully unsupervised, we use all 96 annotated files from the six projects in our corpus for evaluation.
Topic Model
We train TSSA's topic model on all 12,093 .java files from the six projects in our corpus -this enables the topic model to automatically discern common coding patterns, such as common libraries, and thus allows TSSA to recognize unimportant code. To this end, we run the topic sampling algorithm for 5,000 iterations, performing hyperparameter optimization every 10 iterations, to infer our trained model. To highlight the validity of our topic model, we show the top ten tokens in each of the five topic types (Java background, header comment, doc comment, project and file) in Table 2 . Note that background tokens which are very common in a file/project can also appear among the top ten file/project tokens. One can clearly see that these are very representative of their respective topics: the Java background topic contains common Java generics such as get, set, to and object. The background comment topics on the other hand contain common English stop words such as the, a, or and one can clearly see the distinction between the topics, i.e., words that commonly appear in headers (such as license, distributed) are found in the header comment topic whereas those that appear in code comments (link, code) are found in the doc comment topic. Looking at the topics for the spring-framework project one can see that it contains the fully resolved project name org.springframework as well as common project-specific tokens such as bean, context and factory. Similarly, the bigbluebutton project contains the specific tokens sip, event, message and gnu. Looking at selected files from both projects, the DataSourceUtils file topic contains tokens specific to the function of that file, e.g. connection, data, synchronization and transaction. Finally, the QuaLsp file topic, a codec implementation, contains the very function-specific tokens lsp and ld8. This illustrates the quality of our proposed topic model and suggests that it can distinguish fileand project-specific tokens from those that are common across all Java projects. This raises the exciting possibility that our topic model is robust enough for wider applications and not merely restricted to summarization.
Baselines To provide a comprehensive performance comparison of our proposed summarization method, we also evaluate four alternative baseline methods that represent more naïve approaches for summarizing source code. All baselines start from a fully folded tree and gradually unfold nodes, making local decisions, until they reach the required compression ratio. A brief description and example behavior on the folded tree in Figure 3 follows. Note that if a node is to be unfolded all of its parent nodes are also unfolded so that it is visible in the summary.
Shallowest unfold the shallowest available node first, choosing randomly if there is more than one. This would unfold node 1 in Figure 3 first, followed by either node 2 and 3 or node 3 and 2, etc.
Largest unfold the largest available node first, as measured by the number of tokens, breaking ties randomly. In Figure 3 , this would unfold the class block (node 3) first, followed by the class Javadoc (node 4), etc.
Javadoc first unfold all Javadoc comments (in random order) and then fallback at random to an available node, unfolding methods last. This would unfold the Javadoc nodes 4, 6 in Figure 3 first and the method nodes 5, 8, 9 last (7 would already be unfolded as it is the parent of 10 and 11).
Each of the baselines represents a possible assumption that we can make about summarizing source code. Shallower nodes may be more important for the core meaning of the source code (Shallowest baseline) or that the largest nodes are more valuable in a summary (Largest baseline). The Javadoc baseline is representative of the de facto summarization method used in current IDEs such as Eclipse. Finally, we compare against our TSSA summarization method as formulated in Section 3.
Performance
To assess the performance of our TSSA summarization system and baselines we randomly chose one of our two annotators and used their annotated test set (at both 75% and 50% compression ratios) as our gold standard for each file. This measures whether the output of the summarizer matches human judgements. For each file in the test set, we treated the folding problem as a binary classification, classifying each line of code as either unfolded (positive) or folded (negative). This enabled us to calculate the average accuracy, precision and recall of our summarizer across all test files and also F1 as the harmonic mean of the average precision and recall. The resulting average performance metrics, at both 75% and 50% compression ratios, are given in Tables 3 and 4 , respectively. As one can clearly see from the results, our proposed summarization system outperformed all the baselines, by a margin of about 15% when compared against the best performing baseline (Javadoc).
Moreover, our summarizer has very fast runtime, needing only a few seconds of CPU time to summarize an average file in the data set on a 2.66GHz Core 2 Quad machine.
Furthermore, in Table 5 we show the accuracy of the summarization methods averaged across the files for each test project. Once again, one can clearly see that for each project our TSSA summarizer significantly outperforms all the other As a further test of whether the proposed summaries are plausible, we consider several classes of methods that are likely to be uninteresting, and verify that TSSA usually folds them. We show the percentage of times constructors, getters, setters and other generally uninteresting patternbased method types were folded at 50% compression in Table 7. As one can see from the table, our summarizer folds these methods in most cases. Furthermore, when such methods are included in the summary, these exceptional methods turn out to be qualitatively more interesting, as we verify by manual examination. We show example snippets in Figures Table 6 : AUC for the ROC curve in Figure 7 .
construct get set put is read write 74.6% 76% 92% 100% 100% 87.5% 70% Table 7 : The percentage of times specific method types in the test set were folded at 50% compression by our summarizer. 8-10. As one can see, the unfolded methods tend to exhibit unusual or non-standard behaviour in the method body, so much so that they cannot be easily summarized by their signature alone. This lends further evidence to the credibility and usefulness of our summarization approach. It is also evident from the results that the Shallowest and Largest baselines perform poorly and it is not difficult to see why. The shallowest nodes tend to be code blocks delimiting methods and classes, which rarely contain core logic. Rather, the core logic tends to be nested in if-else statements, for/while loops and try-catch blocks. The Largest nodes may contain a substantial amount of code but rarely the core logic as the number of tokens is a bad indicator of code importance. To see this, consider header comments which contain many tokens (words) often stating the code copyright, or common class methods such as the equals method in Figure 1 which perform routine functions yet contain blocks with many identifiers. The Javadoc baseline, on the other hand, represents the de facto summarization method currently used in IDEs and therefore performs much better as one would expect.
As for statistical significance, we calculated two-tailed pvalues using sigf [33] . We find that the difference between TSSA and the other methods is significant, obtaining values of p < 0.01 at both 75% and 50% compression ratios.
Finally, we compared the performance of the baselines and our summarization system at a range of compression ratios (effectively treating it as a threshold) against the gold standard at the fixed compression ratios of 75% and 50%. Figures  6 and 7 show the ROC curves with corresponding AUC values for Figure 7 in Table 6 . Once again, we can see that our proposed summarization system substantially outperforms all the baselines with an AUC of 0.89 at 50% and a similar AUC at 75%.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a novel fully unsupervised approach for extractive source code summarization formulating it as an optimal subtree problem on the source code's abstract syntax tree. Our proposed method builds on previous work using disjoint line-and term-level code summaries and introduces a new contiguous parse subtree as its summary. Moreover, in the process we develop a novel topic model for source code which has the potential for wider-ranging applications.
Our evaluation demonstrates that our proposed summarizer outperforms existing baselines, achieving an error reduction of 43% and even outperforming methods used as standard in modern IDEs, highlighting the immediate usefulness of our method.
In the future, we would like to extend our method to the summarization of multiple files. Furthermore, we are inter-ested in integrating the term-based summaries developed by Haiduc et al. [15] with our own autofolding based summaries to obtain even better performance.
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